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Abstract: Design of an assistant infant monitoring system requires intelligent man-machine interaction as well as ubiquitous convergence technologies since infants should be continuously monitored regardless of the location of their guardians. Moreover, the image and audio information about infants should be accessed by anyone who is interested in the states of infants. Fish robots are used for the camera platform to provide sufficient degrees of freedom of camera focusing and interesting features to the infants while preventing infants from touching the camera. To conform to the restriction of the ubiquitous environment, the amount of visual information is sufficiently reduced as far as the infants’ state can be recognized. The proposed method provides effective infant monitoring results in ubiquitous environment by cellular phones, PDAs or IP devices.
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1 Introduction
In this work, we propose a general framework for assistant infant monitoring systems (AIMS) based on ubiquitous environment, and then we show the results of an exemplary implementation using a fish robot as a platform of a camera. Ubiquitous computing provides useful services to its users in their real life regardless of their location via integration of sensors, computers and their networks as described in [1]. Ideally, computing devices, electronic appliances including robots, and I/O devices such as display, sensors and actuators are networked to each other so that many kinds of applications and services are possible anytime at any place in a ubiquitous space. Furthermore, convergence of robotic technologies with ubiquitous computing gave birth to ubiquitous robots as in [2]. Mobility of robots can enhance the quality of ubiquitous computing services. Also, the horizon of ubiquitous computing applications can be broadened by the convergence of dynamics with ubiquity.

We propose a ubiquitous infant monitoring system using fish robots in an aquarium. That is, in ubiquitous environment, infants are monitored continuously by a fish robot and then the states of infants are reported to their guardians regardless of their location. Since image and audio information about infants should be accessed by anyone who is interested in the states of infants, the visual information from the camera in a fish robot as well as the audio information by a microphone is provided through wireless network to any cellular phones, PDAs or IP devices. Fish robots are chosen for the camera platform to obtain sufficient degrees of freedom of focusing since the fish robots can provide six degrees of freedom in water. Also, it is ideal for fish robots in an aquarium to prevent actively moving infants from touching the camera.

The states of infants are classified as crying, sleeping, laughing, and plain states. As an automatic attendant monitoring system, the crying state should be distinguished from the others. Since the emotional states of infants are vividly expressed in their faces, only the facial features are analyzed from the camera images. Due to the general restriction of the ubiquitous environment only the minimum amount of the visual
information is processed. As soon as the crying state begins, the monitoring system should recognize it and report the state to the designated person who must get to the infants immediately and attend on them. Some features in the crying state are similar to the ones in the laughing state, particularly in low resolution images. Therefore, it is inevitable to use audio information from microphones to reduce the possibility of recognition failures. Fortunately, the features in the power spectral densities of the crying and laughing audio signals are apparently different from each other.

The ubiquitous infant monitoring system consists of a CCD camera and a microcontroller to support its camera, a fish robot to provide mobility to the camera, a microphone to get sound information, wireless communication modules and a PC server. It is important to get front face images to analyze the states of infants. But it is not easy for a fixed camera with two or three degrees of freedom to focus on an infant who is actively moving continuously. Therefore it is necessary to install the camera on a mobile robot. However, infants usually show excessive interests and touch any moving objects around them. Thus it is one of logical choices to introduce a fish robot[3] in an aquarium. A fish robot as a platform of a camera provides full degrees of freedom to make correct focusing possible. Also, it has an advantage that direct touching of the camera by infants is prevented while the fish robot provides infants with a certain degree of interest by various actions.

2 Assistant Infant Monitoring System

The physical states of infants are analyzed and classified through visual information of face images as well as the audio information from a microphone. The processed results can be accessed by networks to any cellular phones, PDAs or IP devices at any time to anyone who is interested in the states of infants. The overall structure of the monitoring system is described in Fig. 1.

There are practical restrictions to use images and sound signals in ubiquitous sensor networks due to low traffic rates, large amount of information, low capacity of microprocessors and power consumption. Therefore, images of the lowest resolution are adopted as far as facial features can be recognized. To reduce the computational burden of image processing for the microcontroller in the ubiquitous monitoring system, a small-sized camera module CMUCAM2 which has internal basic image processing units is selected. The useful features of CMUCAM2 for the monitoring system include: 1) real-time tracking of a certain color object using up to 50 frames per second; 2) a serial port of maximum 115,200 bps rate and five output ports to control motors are provided on the module.

Fig. 1. Infant monitoring system

Fish robots are chosen for the camera platform to obtain sufficient degrees of freedom of focusing since the fish robots can provide six degrees of freedom in water. Also, it is ideal for fish robots in an aquarium to prevent actively moving infants from touching the camera.

Fig. 2. A fish robot used in experiments
Although a simple small scale fish robot is considered as a platform, there are many components necessary to do path design, collision avoidance, maneuverability control and posture maintenance. A strain gauge is used to measure water pressure for depth control. MEMS-type acceleration sensors are installed to measure force changes as well as the posture of the fish body. Illumination by two LED’s is for the camera images when additional light is necessary. All signals other than images are processed based on the MSP430F149 by TI. Also, user commands, sensor data and images are transmitted between robots and a host notebook PC either by Bluetooth modules or by an RF module depending on the operation depth.

Since a fish robot provides direction control using fins or propellers as in [3] for the camera to make a correct focus on infants, CMUCAM2 gets images including infant’s faces. The aim of the controller of a fish robot to get an accurate focus is to settle the infant’s front face at the center of images. For the tracking of the infant’s face, the results of image processing are fed back to the controller of the fish robot motors. The microprocessor on the fish robot gets image data which are processed by internal routines from CMUCAM2, and then it transmits the still images to the ubiquitous home server using Bluetooth modules.

The image processing on the still images from the fish robot is done at the server PC in a U-home. The front face of an infant should be as close to the center of the final images. And then the emotional features are obtained to classify the states of an infant. The amounts of shift of the face from the center are used in next steps to the fish robot so that the motors adjust the camera focusing.

Audio information from a microphone which is fixed on a wall and connected directly to a PC is used for monitoring infants, in addition to image data. Both image and audio information are basic sources to get features for the analysis of infants’ states. The final results of still images of an infant face and sound are periodically uploaded to a web server to be monitored at any time by anyone who is interested in the states of the infant.

3 Infant’s State Detection

The first step of an image processing is to select only face regions out of still images transmitted from the camera module. The areas of skin color are selected based on the HIS color model. Since the emotional and physical states of infants are well expressed by the shapes of eyes and mouths, both areas are selected from face images. The overall state detection routine is shown in Fig. 4.

The shapes and sizes of eyes and mouths are the features used for the detection of crying, sleeping, laughing, and plain states. The feature vectors of eyes and mouths are shown in Fig. 5. Reduced number of feature vector elements can be used for the reduction of computation time. The horizontal line of face is obtained using the positions of two eyes. Two of the most important features from the shapes of eyes and mouths are the magnitudes and horizontal distributions of histograms. Typically the magnitudes of a mouth and eyes are small when an infant is sleeping. In the crying and laughing states both magnitudes of a mouth and eyes are relatively large. The vertical positions of the ends of both eyes indicate

Fig. 3. Voice recognition module RSC-300

Fig. 4. The overall scheme of state detection
that they are low when in the laughing state and high in the crying state.

Fig. 5. The feature vectors of eyes and mouths

The most important state to be detected is the crying state. The shapes of eyes and mouths in the crying state are different obviously from those of other three states. But there are possibilities of detection failure of states particularly due to low resolution. From the viewpoint of classification by images, the crying state and the laughing state are similar to each other. Therefore, audio information from a microphone which is connected directly to the server PC, is used as well to distinguish the infant states. Each sound source is obtained in three seconds, using 16KHz, eight bits, and a single channel microphone to produce the power spectral densities of the crying and laughing states.

4 Implementation of AIMS and Results

The overall scheme of an assistant infant monitoring system (AIMS) shown in Fig. 4 is implemented based on the image and sound information in ubiquitous environment.

Since the crying state of an infant is the most important to the guardians, a certain kind of signals is sent to the designated phones immediately after the crying state is diagnosed. There are about five to ten second delays due to image capture, traffic time and image processing depending on the system. There are always possibilities of detection failure of states even though both of image and sound information are used in the monitoring system. Thus the final decision on the states of an infant should be made by the infant’s guardian. At any time, anyone who cares about infants can access the still images of an infant’s face through cellular phones, PDAs or IP devices (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. The internet-based AIMS

The typical experimental images of each processing step about twelve infants in crying, laughing, and sleeping states are shown below.

Fig. 7. The images in crying state

Fig. 8. The images in laughing state
For the reinforcement of classifying the crying state from the others, audio information from a microphone which is connected directly to the server PC, is used as well. The power spectral densities of the crying and laughing sound sources for typical examples are shown in Fig. 10. Each source is obtained in three seconds, using 16KHz, eight bits, and a single channel microphone.

The results show that the main frequency ranges are 500Hz ~ 1,800Hz, and around 3,060Hz for crying sources and 450 ~ 850Hz for laughing sound sources. Also, there are several patterns of cry as shown in Fig. 11 by the pitch analysis.

Any guardians can monitor the infants by mobile phones linking the server in a ubiquitous manner. Typical examples of the tested still images on the cellular phones are shown in Fig. 12.
5 Conclusion

An assistant infant monitoring system (AIMS) in ubiquitous environment is proposed and implemented. For the sufficient degrees of freedom for camera focusing and separation of the camera from infants, a fish robot is suggested as a camera platform. Both face images and audio information about infants are used for the diagnosis of the states of infants. The results of information processing can be accessed by anyone who is interested in the states of infants at any time and any location. There are about five to ten second delays for the final images on a server depending on the processing algorithms, pixel sizes, and specifications of a camera, communication modules and a server. Tested results prove that AIMS can provide satisfying monitoring service to anyone who cares for infants.
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